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Mark Your Calendars 

Here is the team’s 2003 annual calendar. 
Note that some of the dates are still 
tentative. We’ll put out logistics work 
days and other committee meeting dates 
as they become available. 
• Jan – Federal on-call month. See 

details later in this newsletter. 
• Jan 4 – First logistics work day of 

the year; 1000 – 1500 at the 
warehouse. 

• Jan 11 – Team meeting; Carr 
Auditorium, SF General, 1000 – 
1500 hours (new member orientation 
at 0900) 

• Mar 8 - 12 – NDMS Conference in 
Reno. Make your hotel reservations 
now! 

• Mar 22 – Team meeting; Carr 
Auditorium, SF General, 1000 – 
1500 hours (new member orientation 
at 0900) 

• Apr 1 - 9 – Rough & Ready 2003, 
held in the Ukraine this year. 
Participating DMAT members have 
already been selected. 

• May – Federal on-call month. See 
details later in this newsletter. 

• May 17 – Team meeting; Carr 
Auditorium, SF General, 1000 – 
1500 hours (new member orientation 
at 0900) 

• Jun - Oct – Fire season; possible 
wildland fire deployments. 

• Jun ?? - ?? – Wildland 2003 field 
exercise; dates to-be-announced. 

• Sep – Federal on-call month. See 
details later in this newsletter. 

• Sep ?? – Federal inventory; date to-
be-announced 

• Oct 4 – Team meeting; Carr 
Auditorium, SF General, 1000 – 
1500 hours (new member orientation 
at 0900) 

• Oct 12 - 13 – Fleet Week field 
exercise; San Francisco. 

• Nov 14 – 16?? – Statewide DMAT 
field exercise. Dates are tentative; 
location to-be-announced. 

• Dec 6 – Annual holiday party; 
location to-be-announced. 

• Dec ?? – Annual federal inspection. 
Date to-be-announced. 

Commander’s Corner 
By David Lipin, Commander 
This issue of the team newsletter is a bit 
out-of-the-ordinary. We’re going to focus 
entirely on updating team members about 
new and evolving team and system 
development issues. 
Please read this issue carefully and 
thoughtfully. Feel free to address any 
questions to me at dlipin@pacbell.net or 
(650) 551-8935. 

Volunteer of the Year 
Yes, another year has passed and it’s time 
to vote for another volunteer of the year! 
Send your e-mail vote to Barb Center at 
bcenter@hsd.co.contra-costa.ca.us before 
December 31, 2002. 
The team’s Volunteer of the Year 
receives an all-expenses paid trip to the 
NDMS Conference in Reno, March 2003. 
The following previous winners are not 
eligible this year: 
• 2002 – Steve La Plante 
• 2001 – Walt Sanders 
• 2000 – Barb Center 
• 1999 – Dave Lipin 
• 1998 – Don Cheu 

By David Lipin, Commander 
Serious Business 

While NDMS disaster response has 
always been for both natural and man-
made disasters, the “man-made disasters” 
used to be limited to incidents like 

transportation accidents. Terrorism has 
put “man-made disasters” into a new 
light. 
The terrorist events on and after 
September 11th

The system is changing 

 have brought about 
dramatic changes and new focus to our 
nation’s disaster response programs: new 
organizational structures, new legislation, 
job protection, and increased funding – 
just to name a few. 

All of the changes have brought about a 
set of new requirements and demands on 
our team and its members. 
Many of us may have joined NDMS 
because of the nature of the system; it 
was composed of volunteers, and the 
disasters were “big” and few: hurricanes 
and floods, with an earthquake thrown in 
for some variety. 
But we’ve seen that nature change over 
the past years, with many more standby 
missions. These days, the typical mission 
finds a DMAT standing by in an 
unmarked warehouse just outside the 
predicted “hot zone”, side-by-side with 
the uniformed CCRF, jump kits ready 
and pharmaceutical stockpile at hand, 
trying hard to prevent boredom for a few 
days before going home, success defined 
as “uneventful and unnoticed”. 
We’ve encountered yet more differences 
since September 11th

Increased team responsibilities 

: DMATs are placed 
on Advisory and Alert status based on 
terrorism counter-intelligence; we 
practice missions like mass prophylaxis; 
we possess and distribute information 
that is not for the general public. 

NDMS is rapidly evolving into a 
response structure capable of meeting the 
new demands placed upon it, and 
DMATs are part of that evolution. While 
we remain “paid volunteers”, we are 
becoming much more of a professional 
organization, with assigned tasks, 
specific deliverables, and measured 
results. 
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At the team level, the officers are 
expected to commit more time and get 
more work done. You’ve seen us expand 
to include positions for recruiting, public 
awareness, calldown, and uniform 
management. We’ve got paid staff for 
administrative, finance and logistics 
tasks. 

No longer “just a hobby” for members 
This evolution extends to team members 
as well. With increased requirements and 
activity for the team, we require a greater 
number of active members, more 
participation and commitment from all of 
our members, and at the same time have 
less time and ability to customize our 
activities around the schedules and 
desires of our members. 
We’ve added mandatory immunizations 
and training, increased our participation 
requirements, and tightened down our 
uniform and personal gear policies. 
It’s a difficult position for all involved, to 
be sure. Each team member needs to 
consider these changes, and anticipate 
more changes as we move forward. We’ll 
certainly be asking you to step up and do 
your part, as you’ve no doubt seen in 
recent months: 

Immunizations 
One of the requests that we’ve already 
made of our members is to acquire a list 
of immunizations by the end of this year. 
We will very likely be adding smallpox 
to this list in the coming weeks. 
Very few team members have completed 
this immunization. The team is 
reimbursing the expense, and has 
arranged for clinic time where members 
can get immunized without any out-of-
pocket expense. If you are having 
difficulty obtaining your immunizations, 
please contact Mark Forrette 
(emsmark@pacbell.net) or Barb Center 
(bcenter@hsd.co.contra-costa.ca.us) right 
away. 

Training 
In November we introduced mandatory, 
monthly, online training. By the end of 
December each member should have 
completed three courses, taking about 2 
hours of time over two months. We feel 
that 1 hour per month is not an overly-
burdensome requirement from our 
members, but if you are having difficulty 
meeting this, please contact Sam Bradley 
(snowmedic@aol.com) or John 
McPartland (mcp911@attbi.com). They 

can help fix computer/online problems, 
arrange for computer time for you, or 
help you through one of the courses. 

Availability for missions 
We are asking our team members to 
make themselves more available for 
missions, and to keep the team informed 
as to your availability during our on-call 
months. This subject is addressed further 
in two separate articles in this newsletter. 

Member participation 
All team members must meet the 
following participation requirements to 
remain rostered as a deployable team 
member: 
• Attend 50% of the team meetings 

each year. This typically means two 
meetings. 

• Attend 10% of the logistics work 
days and other section meetings and 
events each year. This typically 
means 2 events. 

• Spend at least 1 day and night each 
year in the field. This requirement 
can be met with an overnight 
exercise or any mission (including 
CDF). 

Members may seek Board approval to 
substitute other team-supporting 
activities for the above requirements. 
This requirement adds up to about 6 total 
days per year, with plenty of choices to 
make it as convenient as possible to fit 
into your schedule. 
Note that the Uniformed Services Act 
covers training as well as missions. So 
your employer must allow you time off to 
meet the team’s annual training 
requirements. See details in the next 
article. 

 

By David Lipin, Commander 

Participating Under the 
Uniformed Services Act 

Team members have been covered by 
protections offered by the Uniformed 
Services Act for several months now, but 
we still get many questions about this 
protection. This article attempts to 
address these issues. 

The Basics 
Boiled down to the simplest possible 
statement: your employer cannot interfere 
with your DMAT participation. 
You employer cannot prevent you from 
deploying with the team, or from meeting 
mandatory team training requirements. 
Your employer cannot require travel 
orders ahead-of-time or advance notice 
for time off due to missions. (You will be 
issued these orders a few weeks after-the-
fact, and can show them to your 
employer when you receive them.) 
Your employer cannot punish you for 
deploying or participating in the team. In 
other words, your employer cannot fire or 
reprimand you, or fail to promote you, or 
ask you to arrange for your own coverage 
at work, or even ask you to make up for 
hours lost due to DMAT participation. 
Your employer must treat you the same 
as they must treat any member of the 
military or National Guard. We can 
provide you and your employer with 
specific details and instructions in this 
matter. Contact Barb Center 
(bcenter@hsd.co.contra-costa.ca.us) if 
you need this information. 

Your responsibilities 
This protection does not absolve you 
from certain responsibilities. You must 
inform your employer (preferably in 
writing) of your DMAT status. 
This should ideally be done ahead of 
time. Take the time to explain DMAT 
and your role. Try to build a mutually-
supportive relationship with your 
employer. Explain that: 
• You’ll probably deploy less than 

once per year. 
• You’ll probably have at least some 

advance notice of deployment, 
especially since we are more likely 
to deploy during on-call months or 
for events scheduled well ahead of 
time (like the Olympics). 

• We’re providing a much-needed 
service. 

• If more than one team member 
works for the same employer, the 
team is willing to work with the 
employer to minimize the impact of 
a team deployment on that employer. 
Contact us for more information. 
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Your risks 
Even though the Uniformed Services Act 
provides certain protections, it is not 
bullet-proof: 
• Employer pay and benefits are not 

guaranteed. The federal government 
expects your deployment-period pay 
and benefits to come from them, not 
your employer. However, many 
employers continue employee pay 
and benefits, or make up the 
difference between the employee’s 
regular pay and their federal pay, 
during some or all of the deployment 
period. This is something that 
employers elect to do; they are not 
required to do so. 

• Certain jobs require very specific 
availability requirements. If you 
have such a job, your employer 
might transfer you to a different job 
because of your DMAT 
participation. 

• Just as with any law, the mere 
existence of the Uniformed Services 
Act does not mean that it is never 
violated! And as with any law, if you 
need to use it you will probably have 
to retain a lawyer and may have to 
go to court. 

• A few team members are self-
employed, and as such have a 
different problem: if they leave 
without notice, then their businesses 
might suffer. The Uniformed 
Services Act can’t force your 
customers to give you their business! 

It is much better to prepare in advance. 
Inform your employer; or better yet, get 
their support! 

Availability for deployment 
“I can’t get off of work” is the most 
frequent reason that members give for not 
making themselves available for a 
mission. 
The Uniformed Services Act makes this 
reason almost obsolete. It is not your 
responsibility to arrange coverage for 
your work shifts. You can simply inform 
your employer that you’re leaving (e-mail 
or voice mail is fine), walk out the door, 
and respond to the mission. Obviously 
it’s better to work things out more 
amenably, but you are not required to do 
so. 
So please consider this the next time we 
ask you to make yourself available for a 
mission. We know that it’s inconvenient 

on your employer, but how often has it 
actually happened? How different is it 
from someone having a family 
emergency or calling in sick (both of 
which probably happen more frequently 
than a DMAT deployment)? 

More questions? 
If you or your employer has additional 
questions, please contact me directly at 
dlipin@pacbell.net  

 

By David Lipin, Commander 
Managing On-call Months 

The country has been at a very high level 
of “standby readiness” for over a year 
now. Recently, DMATs have been asked 
to join this readiness posture and “lean 
forward” a bit more than they have been. 
As a result, on-call months have a new 
meaning: the teams that are on call will 
likely be the ones activated for a no-
notice mission. Exceptions include 
advance-notice missions (public events, 
or even hurricanes that we see coming for 
a week in advance) or incidents where a 
local DMAT can cover the response. 

What is “on call”? 
Normally, a DMAT is capable of 
departing on a mission within 12 hours of 
initial notification. An on-call DMAT is 
capable of this in 8 hours instead of 12. 
There are always 6 DMATs on-call 
across the nation, and they rotate through 
all of the teams. DMAT CA-6 is one of 
the six on-call teams in January, May and 
September. 
To move from a 12-hour response 
capacity to an 8-hour response capacity, 
we must basically do 4 hours of the 
mobilization work ahead of time. This 
work includes: 
• Building a team roster for each day 

in the month 
• Ensuring that the team’s cache is 

restored to a functional status 
• Ensuring that we have transportation 

available 24x7 during the month 
• Ensuring that team officer positions 

are covered for the month 

• Ensuring that the team contact 
(calldown) mechanism is updated 
and ready for use 

We need your help 
We have been somewhat relaxed about 
building a team roster during our on-call 
months. Starting in January 2003, we will 
return to our former procedure of having 
an entire team roster for each day of the 
month. 
Please use the sign-ups in the Members 
Only area of the team website to indicate 
your availability for the month of 
January. Remember that “I have to work” 
and “I can’t find coverage for my job” 
should no longer be needed for the 
majority of our members. 

Make yourself available! 
Missions typically last for 10 days. This 
means that when we ask if you’re 
available on January 1st, we’re really 
asking if you’re available for a 
deployment that lasts from January 1st 
through 10th

Some team members don’t quite 
understand this. A typical example is 
“I’m available every day in January 
except 3: the 10

. 

th, the 20th, and the 30th

So when we call and ask “can you deploy 
today”, we’re looking for a 10-day 
commitment. The same holds true for 
building a roster: if you say that you’re 
available on January 12

”. 
If you think about it, this person is not 
available for the entire month, because 
there is no 10-day period in which they 
can deploy! 

th, it means that 
you’re available from the 12th through the 
22nd

Please keep this in mind when signing 
up, and DON’T FORGET TO SIGN UP! 

. 
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